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Haus der Jugend
"Modern Youth Hostel"
This youth hostel is located on the banks of the River Main and offers
breathtaking views of the Frankfurt skyline. There are many places of
interest close at hand: the museums situated along the riverside, the
Römer, Paulskirche and the cathedral. The old district of Sachsenhausen,
with its traditional Apfelwein pubs, is just around the corner. The interior
of the youth hostel is modern and functional. During the summer, guests
from all over the world gather on the romantic patio to check out the view.
There is also a beautiful conservatory where people can relax. For booking
details of conference and meeting rooms, kindly visit the website.
+49 69 610 0150

www.jugendherbergefrankfurt.de

jugendherberge_frankfurt
@t-online.de

Deutschherrnufer 12,
Frankfurt am Main

Five Elements Hostel
"A Fine Balance!"
There are certain core elements that contribute towards making your
vacation a memorable one, and this hostel has managed to get five of
them just right. Five Elements Hostel takes pride in its prime location in
the railway station quarter, from where many of Frankfurt am Main's
attractions are easily accessible. It offers clean, well-maintained rooms
and amenities like a 24-hour bar. The friendly staff are able to assist you
with whatever you may need, including arranging tours of the city.
Dormitories start from EUR18 a night, but if you want some privacy, you
can book yourself a single, double, quad or apartment. Prices are inclusive
of a hearty breakfast, served till noon.
+49 69 2400 5885

www.5elementshostel.de/

welcome@5elementshostel
.de

Moselstraße 40, Frankfurt
am Main

Frankfurt Hostel
"Making Frankfurt Affordable"
The cost of a vacation in Frankfurt am Main is not something all of us can
afford; when you don't have to shell out an exorbitant amount on
accommodation, however, it becomes a whole different story altogether.
This chance for an affordable vacation is just what Frankfurt Hostel offers
you. Centrally situated in the train station quarter, the hostel becomes a
great starting point from which to explore attractions like Goethe House.
You can choose from among single, double, triple and quad rooms, or you
could opt to stay in a dorm. The reception has lockers for rent, available
for a daily fee of EUR2.
+49 69 247 5130

www.frankfurthostel.com/

info@frankfurt-hostel.com

Kaiserstrasse 74, Frankfurt
am Main
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